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Abstract
Due to detector developments in the last decade, the time-of-flight (TOF) 
method is now commonly used to improve the quality of positron emission 
tomography (PET) images. Clinical TOF-PET systems based on L(Y)SO:Ce  
crystals and silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) with coincidence resolving 
times (CRT) between 325 ps and 400 ps FWHM have recently been 
developed. Before the introduction of L(Y)SO:Ce, BGO was used in many 
PET systems. In addition to a lower price, BGO offers a superior attenuation 
coefficient and a higher photoelectric fraction than L(Y)SO:Ce. However, 
BGO is generally considered an inferior TOF-PET scintillator. In recent 
years, TOF-PET detectors based on the Cherenkov effect have been proposed. 
However, the low Cherenkov photon yield in the order of  ∼10 photons per 
event complicates energy discrimination–a severe disadvantage in clinical 
PET. The optical characteristics of BGO, in particular its high transparency 
down to 310 nm and its high refractive index of  ∼2.15, are expected to make 
it a good Cherenkov radiator. Here, we study the feasibility of combining 
event timing based on Cherenkov emission with energy discrimination based 
on scintillation in BGO, as a potential approach towards a cost-effective 
TOF-PET detector. Rise time measurements were performed using a time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup implemented on a digital 
photon counter (DPC) array, revealing a prompt luminescent component 
likely to be due to Cherenkov emission. Coincidence timing measurements 
were performed using BGO crystals with a cross-section of 3 mm  ×  3 mm and 
five different lengths between 3 mm and 20 mm, coupled to DPC arrays. Non-
Gaussian coincidence spectra with a FWHM of 200 ps were obtained with the 
27 mm3 BGO cubes, while FWHM values as good as 330 ps were achieved 
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with the 20 mm long crystals. The FWHM value was found to improve with 
decreasing temperature, while the FWTM value showed the opposite trend.

Keywords: positron emission tomography, PET, time-of-flight, TOF, BGO, 
silicon photomultiplier, SiPM

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Due to detector developments in the last decade, the time-of-flight (TOF) method is now real-
izing its potential for improving the quality of positron emission tomography (PET) images. 
The TOF method improves the statistical properties of the data by reducing ambiguity (i.e. 
noise), leading to a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The benefit of using TOF information 
in PET has been addressed by various research groups (Moses 2007, Karp et al 2008, Conti 
2011, Vandenberghe et al 2016).

Commercial vendors have recently developed whole-body clinical TOF-PET systems 
based on L(Y)SO:Ce crystals read out with silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), which offer 
coincidence resolving times (CRT) between 325 ps FWHM and 400 ps FWHM (Miller et al 
2015, Grant et al 2016, Miller 2016). Moreover, demonstrator systems equipped with clin-
ical detectors have been built, achieving CRT between 200 ps FWHM and 250 ps FWHM 
(Schug et al 2015, Borghi et al 2016). Even better CRT, well below 100 ps FWHM, have been 
achieved in laboratory (Schaart et al 2010, Nemallapudi et al 2015, Cates and Levin 2016, 
Gundacker et al 2016b, Brunner et al 2016a, 2016b).

After the first growth of single crystals of bismuth germanate (i.e. bismuth germanium 
oxide, Bi4Ge3O12, short: BGO) by Nitsche (Nitsche 1965), the material was introduced as a 
scintillator in PET systems in the late 1970s (Cho et al 1978, Thompson et al 1979, Derenzo 
et al 1981). At that time, it hardly seemed possible to apply the TOF-PET technique with 
BGO. Nevertheless, its very high stopping power and photo-electric fraction at 511 keV made 
BGO a preferable PET scintillator and research efforts in TOF-PET were halted in the late 
1980s (Moszyński et al 1981, Conti 2011). In the 1990s, the attractive properties of cerium-
doped Lu2SiO5 (LSO:Ce), in particular its high light yield and good attenuation coefficient, 
made it become the state-of-the-art scintillator in PET and triggered a revival of TOF-PET 
research after the year 2000 (Melcher and Schweitzer 1992, Surti et al 2007, Vandenberghe 
et al 2016). Nevertheless, BGO still provides, in addition to a considerably lower prize, a 
superior attenuation coefficient for annihilation quanta and a higher photoelectric fraction 
than L(Y)SO:Ce. It also has no intrinsic background-radiation. The scintillation properties of 
BGO and LSO:Ce are summarized and compared in table 1.

1.1. Cherenkov effect for TOF-PET

First proposed by Ooba et al (2004), Miyata et al (2006), the Cherenkov effect has gained 
increasing interest in the TOF-PET community in recent years. Several groups obtained CRTs 
between  ∼70 ps FWHM, using PbF2 coupled to multi-channel plate photomultiplier tubes 
(MCP-PMTs), and  ∼300 ps FWHM, using the same material coupled to SiPMs (Dolenec et al 
2010, Korpar et al 2011). Measurements with several Cherenkov emitters coupled to digi-
tal SiPMs (dSiPMs) resulted in CRTs of  ∼150 ps FWHM in coincidence with a scintillator 
(Brunner 2014). In parallel, several theoretical studies and simulations of Cherenkov-based 
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TOF-PET detectors have been published (Brunner et  al 2013, 2014, Derenzo et  al 2014, 
Somlai-Schweiger and Ziegler 2015).

Compared to scintillation, Cherenkov emission can be considered instantaneous (to within 
a few ps). Cherenkov photons are emitted by the hot electrons created upon the absorption 
of 511 keV gamma photons in the detector material. The Cherenkov photon yield, N, can be 
estimated using the Frank–Tamm equation

dN2

dxdλ
=

2πα
λ2

(
1 − 1

n(λ)2β2

)
, (1)

where x denotes the electron path length, λ the wavelength of the emitted photons, n the 
refractive index of the material, and β =vp/c the phase velocity of the electron in terms of the 
speed of light in vacuum. In general the emission yield per unit path length is approximately 
proportional to 1/λ2 (Jelley 1958).

Desired characteristics of a Cherenkov radiator thus include a high transparency over a 
wide range of wavelengths, especially towards the ultraviolet (UV) region, and a high refrac-
tive index. Nevertheless, the Cherenkov photon yield is expected to be rather low, typically 
about  ∼10 to  ∼30 photons per 511 keV photon in good Cherenkov radiators. This makes 
Cherenkov emission very challenging to exploit in PET: on the one hand, energy determina-
tion and, therefore, discrimination of Compton-scattered events becomes almost impossible 
while, on the other hand, the overall time resolution becomes highly dependent on the single-
photon time resolution (SPTR) of the photosensor.

A strategy for energy discrimination based on the refractive index of the material was pro-
posed and investigated by Ooba et al (2004) and Korpar et al (2011). Bilevych et al suggested 

Table 1. Properties of BGO and LSO:Ce.

Bi4Ge3O12 Lu2SiO5:Ce

Light yield (photons  ×  MeV−1) 8200a, 9000j 30 000j, 30 900b,
Cherenkov yield for 511 keV (photons) ∼20 (305–750 nm)k ∼9 (390−750 nm)k

Rise time (ps) 30  ±  30c 69d

30  ±  30 (88%), 350 (12%)c

Decay time (ns) 60 (10%), 300 (90%)e 40  −  43d

85 (7%), 370 (93%)g 19 (8%), 38 (92%)f

5.8 (1%), 24 (4%), long (95%)c

Refractive index 2.39 (310 nm), 2.2 (420 nm)h 1.827 (420 nm)b

Density (g  ×  cm−3) 7.13i 7.4j

Electron density Zeff 75i 66i

Absorption length 511 keV (mm) 10.4j 11.4j

Fraction photoelectric effect at 511 keV 0.4j 0.32j

Intrinsic background radiation no yes

a Holl et al (1988).
b Spurrier et al (2008).
c Derenzo et al (2000).
d Gundacker et al (2016b).
e Moszyński et al (1981).
f Weele et al (2015).
g Wolszczak et al (2014).
h Williams et al (1996).
i Lecoq et al (2006).
j Humm et al (2003).
k See text for details.
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that the development of photosensors with extremely good SPTR as well as PDE might 
facilitate the realization of TOF-PET detectors based on pure Cherenkov radiators in future 
(Bilevych et al 2016). As another potential solution, Brunner et al proposed to combine event 
timing based on Cherenkov emission with energy discrimination based on scintillation in a 
hybrid scintillator/Cherenkov radiator (Brunner et al 2014, Brunner 2014).

A first experimental study on hybrid Cherenkov/scintillation detection in Ce-doped LuAG 
(Lu3Al5O12:Ce) crystals led to the conclusion that Cherenkov photons were unlikely to be 
detected, as most of them are absorbed by the Ce3+ ions in this material (Brunner 2014). 
Nevertheless, investigations were continued using Monte Carlo simulations, revealing BGO 
as a highly promising candidate for a hybrid scintillator/Cherenkov radiator for PET (Brunner 
et al 2013, 2014). These considerations were experimentally verified in a proof-of-concept 
measurement performed with two 3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  8 mm BGO crystals coupled to dSiPMs. 
A CRT of 300 ps FWHM was found for the faster one of the two components observed in the 
time difference spectrum (Brunner et al 2014, Brunner 2014). Another study with BGO was 
later presented by Kwon et al (2016), who compared UV-sensitive and RGB-sensitive analog 
SiPMs for two different crystal sizes. In that work, time resolutions of 267 ps FWHM and 
562 ps FWHM were reported for 2 mm  ×  2 mm  ×  3 mm and 3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  20 mm BGO 
crystals, respectively, when applying Lorentzian fitting functions.

This work investigates the practical potential of BGO as a cost-effective, hybrid scin-
tillator / Cherenkov radiator for TOF-PET. A systematic study on the time resolution of 
BGO crystal rods with different lengths is performed. As the time jitter introduced by 
photon propagation is significant in such rods, results on very short crystals (3 mm) should 
approach the best achievable time resolution, whereas results on longer rods (20 mm) 
should demonstrate the time resolution of crystals with high detection efficiency useful 
for TOF-PET systems. Simultaneously, the energy resolution was determined to investi-
gate the feasibility of the hybrid detector approach. The measurements were performed 
at different temperatures to study the influence on the time resolution of the temperature 
dependence of the SiPM dark count rate and the scintillation time constants. It is noted that 
we refer to the observed fast luminescent component as Cherenkov emission: (1) for sim-
plicity, (2) since it is plausible, and (3) because we have found no evidence to the contrary. 
Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that other fast luminescent mechanisms 
may also play a role.

2. Material and methods

Equation (2) was used to calculate an average number of emitted Cherenkov photons for BGO 
and LSO:Ce given in table 1. For BGO the Cherenkov photon emission was calculated within 
the wavelength region between 305 nm and 750 nm using the refractive index from Williams 
et al (1996), an average electron energy of 300 keV, an energy range of 60 keV to 450 keV and 
an average electron range of 350 μm (Berger et al 2005). For LSO:Ce the number of emitted 
Cherenkov photons was calculated between 390 nm and 750 nm according to the LSO:Ce 
transmittance. The refractive index measured by Jellison et al (2012) and an average electron 
range of 315 μm was used (Berger et al 2005). The results are included in table 1.

Three types of experiments were performed on BGO: measurements of the optical proper-
ties (i.e. transmittance and emission spectra), the rise time, and the coincidence timing per-
formance. All measurements (except for the emission measurement) were performed in a 
temperature-controlled environment.

S E Brunner and D R Schaart Phys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 4421
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The Bi4Ge3O12 crystals investigated were produced by PJT Elect1 and had a cross-section 
of 3 mm  ×  3 mm. Five different crystal lengths were investigated: 3 mm, 5 mm, 8 mm, 12 mm, 
and 20 mm. All crystal surfaces were optically polished. Unless otherwise noted, one of the 
3 mm  ×  3 mm crystal surfaces was coupled to the photosensor, using BC-630 optical grease 
from Saint-Gobain. All other surfaces of the crystal were wrapped in about 10 layers of Teflon 
tape (0.075 mm thick RS thread seal tape).

Given the relatively low number of Cherenkov photons expected per event, the Philips 
digital photon counter (DPC) was chosen as the photosensor in all experiments. This digital 
silicon photomultiplier (dSiPM) array allows triggering on the first detected photon (Brunner 
et al 2014, Gundacker et al 2016b). Additionally, the DPC array provides a validation cycle 
that can be used to reject unwanted triggers resulting from dark counts. The DPC array consists 
of 16 independent DPC chips also called dies, arranged on a so-called tile of 32 mm  ×  32 mm 
(Frach et al 2009, Schaart et al 2015). Each die is sub-divided into 4 pixels, each of which 
comprises 3200 single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs). A schematic drawing of the layout 
is shown in figure 1.

An interesting feature of the Philips DPC is the possibility to address individual SPADs and 
activate or deactivate them. This feature can be used to determine the dark-count rate (DCR) 
of each individual SPAD and deactivate the cells with the highest rates, or, as proposed here, to 
activate only a single SPAD so as to use the sensor for time-correlated single-photon counting 
(TCSPC) measurements.

2.1. Transmittance

The transmittance of the BGO samples was studied using a commercial setup from Avantes 
consisting of a combined Halogen/Neon lamp (model AvaLight-DHc) and a spectrometer 
(model AvaSpec-3648). A BGO rod with 3 mm thickness was placed in a UV transmitting 
cuvette-holder (Plastibrand, semi-micro UV-cuvette), which was connected to the lamp and 
the spectrometer using optical fibers.

2.2. X-ray excited emission spectrum

A cube of BGO with edge lengths of 3 mm was exposed to continuous x-ray radiation at 
a voltage of 35 kV and an anode current of 10 mA. The corresponding emission spectrum 
was measured using a PMT (Hamamatsu R943-02), after the scintillation light had passed a 
Czerny–Turner monochromator (Action Motion Corporation, model vm504) with a spectral 
resolution  <2 nm.

2.3. Rise time

A simple setup for time-correlated single-photon counting was realized for measuring the 
intrinsic rise-time (and other time constants) of the BGO luminescent emission upon excitation 
by 511 keV photons (Bollinger and Thomas 1961). This setup was inspired by the approach 
proposed by Seifert et al (2012). However, in this work the 48 ps FWHM single-photon time 
resolution of the individual SPADs of the Philips DPC was exploited (Brunner et al 2016b).

Figure 3 shows a schematic drawing of the TCSPC setup implemented on a single DPC. 
A fast Ca-codoped LSO:Ce crystal was coupled to the DPC, acting as reference scintillator 
(start). It was operated normally with a full DPC pixel activated below the crystal (only the 

1 Shanghai Project Electronic Technology Co., Ltd., China
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5% of the 3200 SPADs with the highest DCR were deactivated). The scintillator under test 
was mounted in line with the reference crystal and a 22Na source in between them. The rise-
time of the scintillator can be determined in TCSPC-mode by activating only a single SPAD 
of the DPC below the crystal under test (stop). Only one SPAD was chosen as each SPAD is 
connected to the TDC with an electrical line of different length, so additional jitter would be 
added if multiple SPADs were used, see (Frach 2012, Liu et al 2016, Brunner et al 2016b). All 
measurements were done in a temperature-controlled environment.

As the DCR of the stop-SPAD can influence the results, a SPAD with a low DCR was 
selected by using the feature of determining the DCR for each individual SPAD, i.e. dark 
count mapping (Frach et al 2010). To avoid border effects due to reflections, the SPAD was 
also required to be located within the central area of the pixel. The SPAD finally chosen as the 
stop-detector had a DCR <5 cps at 20 °C.

For determining the intrinsic response of BGO to the absorption of a 511 keV annihila-
tion photon, the influence of internal reflection of optical photons was further minimized by 
black-taping the crystal. To reject Compton-scattered annihilation photons, the BGO crystal 
under test (3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  5 mm) was positioned such that it partly covered a pixel of a 
neighboring die (see figure 3). The photons arriving on this pixel were counted and used for 
energy discrimination. To improve the detection efficiency of this part of the sensor, the light 
was spread over the whole pixel using a light-guide made of optical glue (Cargille Meltmount 
1.582), which additionally had the function of holding the crystal in position. The part of the 
crystal covering the stop-SPAD was coupled using UV-transmitting optical grease (BC-630 
by Saint Gobain). It should be noted that the start detector, the stop-SPAD, and the energy-
recording pixel were each placed on a different die, because a die is the smallest independent 
unit of a DPC sensor and each die can provide only a single timestamp. Moreover, it is to be 
noted that a die is only quasi-independent, as the trigger and validation thresholds as well as 
the validation- and integration lengths can only be set for the whole tile.

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the Philips digital photon counter. Cell column and 
cell row address the individual SPADs. Picture taken from the Philips Digital Photon 
Counting (DPC) manual. Reproduced with permission from Schulze (2015).

S E Brunner and D R Schaart Phys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 4421
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The trigger threshold was set to 1 for all measurements, resulting in a time-pickoff on the 
first detected photon. This was done to achieve the best time resolution as well as be able to 
record events from the stop-SPAD. The validation scheme for the whole DPC array was set 
to 4 (corresponding to a statistical validation threshold of about 17 fired SPADs) in order to 
reduce the amount of recorded data, see Tabacchini et al (2014). Since events on the stop-
SPAD could not be validated with this validation scheme, neighbor logic was used instead. 
That is, when either the start detector or the energy-discriminating pixel registered a valid 
event, simultaneous events on the other two detectors were validated. As the maximum pos-
sible validation interval for the DPC is 40 ns, this strategy for data reduction can only be 

Figure 2. Yellow circles: transmission spectrum of a 3 mm thick BGO sample (not 
corrected for reflection); green diamonds: PDE of the DPC (Philips Digital Photon 
Counting, Aachen, Germany 2015); red triangles: emission spectrum of BGO cubes 
with 3 mm edge lengths upon x-ray excitation (normalized to a total number of  ∼4100 
emitted photons); blue squares: calculated Cherenkov emission yield (normalized to 
a total number of  ∼20 emitted photons and multiplied by a factor of 100 for better 
visibility).

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the TCSPC setup based on a single DPC tile. Drawn 
are 8 out 16 dies of a DPC-sensor tile. See text for explanation.

S E Brunner and D R Schaart Phys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 4421
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applied for TCSPC of the first 40 ns of the luminescence response of the crystal under test. 
To decrease the amount of data even further, the coincidence sorting function was used to on-
the-fly delete all events not being triple coincidences within a coincidence window of 20 ns.

It is known that the validity of the luminescence response measured with the TCSPC 
method is dependent on the mean number of photons arriving at the stop-detector per regis-
tered 511 keV event, which should be �1 (Seifert et al 2012). The value was cross-checked 
in a separate measurement where 90% of the SPADs of the same pixel as the stop-SPAD were 
activated (i.e. 2880 SPADs). The number of detected photons per 511 keV photoelectric inter-
action was found to be around 235 photons. Dividing by the number of active SPADs leads to 
a probability of photon detection of ∼=0.08.

An estimation of the impulse response function (IRF) of the TCSPC setup was done using 
a high-effective-Z, high-refractive-index Cherenkov radiator as stop crystal. Specifically, an 
undoped LuAG crystal with a size of 3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  8 mm was used. It was reported that 
pure LuAG shows mainly Cherenkov emission upon excitation of 511 keV annihilation pho-
tons and thus is a good candidate to estimate the IRF including the photon travel time spread 
within the crystal (Lecoq et al 2010, Brunner 2014, Gundacker et al 2016b). The crystal was 
black-taped and coupled to the SPAD with optical grease (BC-630) and to the stop-pixel with 
Cargille Meltmount 1.528, in the same way as the BGO crystals under test (see figure 3). The 
measurement showed a normally distributed IRF with a σ = 50.15 ps  ±  1.6 ps. This result is 
used to correct the measured data, so as to obtain the intrinsic time profile of the luminescent 
emission within the crystal under test. A detailed description of for determination of the IRF 
is being prepared for submission in a separate publication.

The data is assumed to comprise one or more scintillation components, each fitted with a 
double exponential luminescence response function, pte , described by an intensity ρ, an inter-
action time θ, a rise time, τr, and a decay time τd. The Cherenkov response is described as a 
delta function, δC ,

pte(t|θ) =
N∑

i=1

ρi

τd,i − τr,i

(
e−

t−θ
τd,i − e−

t−θ
τr,i

)
·Θ(t − θ) + δC(t − θ), (2)

with Θ the Heaviside step function and N the number of independent luminescence response 
channels. Before fitting, this function is convolved with the Gaussian shaped IRF as described 
in Seifert et al (2012) and Gundacker et al (2016b).

2.4. Coincidence timing

Timing studies were done using a basic coincidence setup, in which two BGO crystals of 
equal dimensions were mounted for each measurement. The cross-section of all crystals was 
3 mm  ×  3 mm, while 5 different crystal lengths were investigated, i.e. 3 mm, 5 mm, 8 mm, 
12 mm, and 20 mm. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the crystals tested. Each of the crystals 
was wrapped on 5 sides with Teflon tape (0.075 mm thick RS thread seal tape). The remain-
ing 3 mm  ×  3 mm surface was coupled to a DPC-pixel using optical grease (BC-630 by Saint 
Gobain). The coincidence setup was realized by arranging the two assembled detectors face-
to-face at a distance of  ∼5 cm and with a 22Na source in between them. A balance between the 
influences of DCR and PDE was found by deactivating 5% of the most active SPAD. The trig-
ger scheme was set to 1, resulting in a time-pickoff of the first detected photon. Furthermore, 
the validation scheme was set to 4 and a validation interval of 10 ns was chosen. In this con-
figuration, after 10 ns it is evaluated if in each of 4 logically connected segments of a DPC 
sub-pixel a SPAD was fired. On average 17 photons need to be detected within 10 ns to have 
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the event validated in this scheme. The integration interval for detecting photons following the 
validation was chosen to be 1285 ns (∼4  ×  the decay time of BGO). A detailed description 
about the trigger and validation functionality and theory can be found in Frach et al (2010), 
Tabacchini et al (2014) and Schulze (2015). The influence of the DCR and light yield on the 
time resolution was investigated by repeating the measurements at different temperatures, viz. 
−31 ◦C, −20 ◦C, 0 ◦C, and 20 ◦C.

In addition to the coincidence timing performance, the energy resolution was investigated 
by fitting the full-energy peak with a Gaussian function and deriving the mean number of 
detected photons µphot and the standard deviation σphot  from the fit. The energy resolution was 
calculated as Eres = ∆EFWHM/E = 2.35 × σphot/µphot. The results of the same fits were used 
for event selection in the analysis of the coincidence timing results, using an energy window 
ranging from µphot − σphot  up to µphot + 2 × σphot.

The resulting time-difference histogram is expected to have a non-Gaussian distribution, as 
it is the result of multiple luminescent processes with different time constants. Therefore, both 
the FWHM and FWTM are used in this work to characterize the time-difference spectra. The 
binning of the histogram was done corresponding to the width of the TDC-bins of the DPC, 
i.e. 10 ns / 512  ≅  19.5 ps. Furthermore, the data was smoothed by linear interpolation between 
the bin centers. The FHWM and the FWTM were derived from the interpolated data.

As the determination of the FWHM and FWTM from a histogram is sensitive to statistical 
fluctuations of the maximum of the histogram, a conservative error estimation was done using 
the Poissonian errors of the histogram frequencies, ±√

ni , for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., ntot. That is, for the 
upper error of the time resolution, the lower error of the histogram maximum (nmax −

√
nmax ) 

was used and defined as the new maximum. Then, the FWHM and FWTM were determined 
using the upper errors of the corresponding histogram frequencies (ni +

√
ni ). As described 

before, linear interpolation was done between the bin centers. This procedure was repeated to 
determine the lower errors of the FWHM and FWTM, this time using the upper error of the 
bin with the maximum number of counts and the lower errors for the other two bins.

The FWHM (or FWTM) is a convenient measure to summarize the shape of a probabil-
ity distribution, but only characterizes it fully if the shape is known a priori, for example in 

Figure 4. Photograph of the BGO samples tested in this work. All crystals have a cross-
section of 3 mm  ×  3 mm. From left to right, the crystal lengths are 3 mm, 5 mm, 8 mm, 
12 mm, and 20 mm.
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the case of a Gaussian time difference histogram. In the present study, we expect the meas-
ured timing spectrum to have a less trivial shape, as it is composed of multiple components. 
Therefore, we will use an additional way of describing the data, viz. the coincidence time 
window tp within which a certain percentage p of the total number of coincident events occur. 
To this end, the cumulative frequency distribution (CFD) of the time-difference histogram is 
obtained first. Then, the CFD is compared to a threshold value pth that is increased in steps of 
5% and the time t( pth) at which each threshold is reached is recorded. Finally, tp is calculated 
as tp = t( pth = 50 + p

2 )− t( pth = 50 − p
2 ). For example, t40% is calculated as the difference 

between the times at which the threshold values 30% and 70% are reached.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Transmittance and x-ray excited emission spectrum

The yellow circles in figure 2 represent the transmission spectrum of a 3 mm thick BGO sam-
ple, measured as described in section 2.1 and corrected for the spectrometer dark spectrum 
and the lamp emission spectrum. The transmission of the sample exhibits a sharp cut-on of 
the transmission at about 310 nm and saturates above 90% at wavelengths above 400 nm. It is 
noted that the spectrum was not corrected for reflectivity.

The red triangles in figure 2 show the emission spectrum upon x-ray excitation of a 3 mm 
thick BGO sample. This spectrum was measured according to the description given in sec-
tion 2.2 and has been corrected for the PMTs spectral sensitivity. Additionally, the spectrum 
has been normalized to a total number of 4100 photons, which is the expected light yield at 
511 keV (Holl et al 1988).

In the same figure it can be seen that the transmittance of BGO is beneficial for letting the 
Cherenkov photons propagate through the material, down to wavelengths of  ∼305 nm. As 
calculated in section 2 the expected Cherenkov yield equals about 20 emitted photons. When 
comparing the Cherenkov emission and the BGO transmission spectra with the PDE of the 
DPC, only a fraction of the emitted Cherenkov photons can be expected to be detected.

3.2. Rise time

Figure 5 shows the temporal luminescent response of BGO upon excitation by an annihila-
tion photon, measured using the TCSPC method described in section 2.3. The data is plotted 
within a range of 2 ns, for a measurement temperature of 20 °C and a selected energy of 
511 keV (within a range of −1σ,+2σ). The inlay shows the data for the first 20 ns, plot-
ted on a logarithmic time scale. The measurement reveals a significant prompt component 
with a FWHM of about 160 ps, preceding slower luminescent components. This fast comp-
onent cannot be explained by the scintillation characteristics found for BGO in literature 
(Moszyński et al 1981, Derenzo et al 2000, Humm et al 2003, Lecoq et al 2006), but agrees 
with the expected response due to Cherenkov emission according to Brunner et al (2014) 
and Brunner (2014). Hence, it is plausible that the observation is caused by the Cherenkov 
effect.

The data was fitted using a single scintillation rise time, two scintillation decay time comp-
onents, an instantaneous (Cherenkov) component, and a normally distributed IRF with σIRF of 
50.15 ps. The fit yielded a scintillation rise-time of 50.9 ps  ±  48.8 ps, a fast decay component 
of 1.37 ns  ±  0.4 ns (<1%) and a longer component of 62.9 ns  ±  3.9 ns. The fitting range was 
limited to 20 ns due to instrumental constraints imposed by the neighbor logic of the DPC. 
It therefore has to be noted that the decay component of 62.6 ns could be influenced by the 
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short fitting range and should not be interpreted as the BGO intrinsic decay time, although the 
result agrees with the fast component of the BGO emission reported to be 60 ns and 300 ns 
(Moszyński et al 1981). Furthermore, the  ∼1 ns decay component might be related to optical 
cross-talk caused by photon emission during avalanche breakdowns in the activated neigh-
bouring DPC pixel used for energy discrimination.

Figure 5. Luminescent response of BGO during the first 1.5 ns following excitation 
by 511 keV annihilation photons including a fit of the data comprising a delta function 
(fast), and two double-exponential functions (exp1 and exp2). The functions where 
convolved with a normally distributed IRF, see text for details. The inlay shows the 
response within the first 20 ns on a logarithmic time scale.

Figure 6. Normalized energy spectra of one of the two 3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  3 mm BGO 
detectors measured in coincidence at 4 different temperatures.
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3.3. Coincidence timing

Figure 6 shows the number of photons detected per event for one of the two detectors in 
the coincidence setup described in section 2.4. The histograms of this figure were obtained 
from BGO cubes with side lengths of 3 mm at 4 different temperatures. Similar data were 
obtained for all crystals and used to determine the energy resolution and the mean number 
of photons detected per absorption of a 511 keV photon. The results are shown in figure 7. It 
should be noted that the values shown represent mean values calculated from both detectors 
in coincidence.

The data of figure 7 are plotted for 5 crystal lengths and 4 different temperatures. The 
energy resolution ranges from 10.6% FWHM at −31◦C and 3 mm length up to 16.8% FWHM 
at 20°C and 20 mm length. At temperatures � 0◦C, only a small variation of the energy reso-
lution with temperature is observed, especially for the larger crystals. The same is found for 
the number of detected photons. For the 12 mm and 20 mm crystals in particular, very similar 

Figure 7. Energy resolution (top) and mean number of detected photons (bottom) of 
the BGO samples at 511 keV as a function of crystal length.
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numbers of photons are detected at temperatures between −31◦C and 0°C. Correspondingly, 
their energy resolution remains essentially constant at these temperatures. However, when 
the temperature is increased to 20 °C, the number of detected photons reduces and the energy 
resolution worsens for all crystal lengths. In summary, both the number of detected photons 
and the energy resolution improve with decreasing crystal length and decreasing temperature. 
This behavior is expected and agrees with literature (Wolszczak 2014).

Figure 8 shows two examples of the time difference histograms obtained in the coincidence 
setup, viz. for the 3 mm BGO cubes (solid blue curve) and the 20 mm long BGO rods (dashed 
red curve). Figure 9 shows the FWHM (top) and FWTM (bottom) of the time difference spec-
tra as a function of the crystal length at different temperatures. It can be seen that the FWHM 
improves towards shorter crystal lengths. This can be attributed to a decreasing influence of 
photon transport inside the crystal on one hand, and an increasing influence of Cherenkov 
photon emission on the other hand.

A variation with temperature is also observed; the best FWHM values occur at the lowest 
temperatures. This can be explained by the decreasing DCR of the DPC, which is reduced by 
50% each time the temperature is decreased by about 7 °C. The observation that the FWHM 
appears to show a maximum at a crystal length of 12 mm for temperatures below 20 °C was 
investigated further. Additional measurements were performed with another pair of BGO 
crystals from the same producer, the same size and the same surface polishing but cut from a 
different boule. For these crystals a higher number of photons of up to +20% and an improve-
ment of the energy resolution of up to 15% was observed. The time resolution (FWHM) 
showed the same values at 20◦ and slightly improved towards low temperatures (−9% at 
−31◦). Although a slightly better time resolution could be achieved, the overall trend of the 
time resolution at crystal lengths of 12 mm remained similar. As these results appear to be 
specific for this crystal geometry, a possible explanation might be related to effects of surface 
reflections or optical photon transport.

The FWTM of the time difference histogram shows a clear improvement towards shorter 
crystal lengths and ranges from  ∼3 ns (20 mm, −31 ◦C) to  ∼1.3 ns (3 mm, 20 °C). Interestingly, 

Figure 8. Normalized time-difference histograms of the 3 mm (blue solid curve) and 
20 mm long (red dashed curve) BGO crystals measured in coincidence at 20°C.
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in comparison to the temperature dependence of the FWHM, the behavior of the FWTM is 
inversed, showing a significant improvement with increasing temperature. Apparently, the fast 
emission determining the FWHM has a different temperature dependence than the relatively 
slow emission of scintillation photons, which determines the FWTM. It is noted that the fast 
emission component is not expected to be dependent on temperature if it is linked to Cherenkov 
emission. Additionally, the variation of the FWTM seems to contradict the assumption that 
the time resolution improves with increasing light yield (figure 7). However, not only the light 
yield, but also the scintillation decay times are known to increase with decreasing temperature 
in BGO (Wolszczak 2014), which may explain the observed behavior.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative frequency distribution (CFD) of the time-difference his-
togram at 20 °C, for all 5 crystal lengths. Starting at a crystal length of 20 mm, the slope of 
the CFD clearly increases towards shorter crystal lengths. To describe each CFD quantita-
tively, the coincidence time windows tp within which given percentages of the total number 

Figure 9. FWHM (top) and FWTM (bottom) of the time difference histograms 
measured with pairs of BGO crystals of different length and at different temperatures.
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of coincident events occur were determined, as described in section 2.4. Figure 11 shows the 
results, in the region between the 30th and 80th percentiles. Whereas the time windows t30% 
within which 30% of all coincidences occur are below 500 ps for all crystal lengths, the values 
of t80% reach from 1.3 ns (3 mm crystals) to 2.2 ns (20 mm crystals). For comparison, for a 
Gaussian distribution with a FWHM of 500 ps, t30% = 164 ps and a t80% = 546 ps.

Figure 10. Cumulative frequency distribution (CFD) of the measured time-difference 
histogram at 20 °C, for five BGO crystals with different lengths.

Figure 11. Coincidence time window within which a given percentage of the total 
number of coincidences occur.
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4. Summary and conclusions

This work investigates the potential of using BGO as a hybrid scintillator / Cherenkov-radiator. 
Coincidence timing measurements were performed on BGO crystals with a cross-section of 
3 mm  ×  3 mm and five different lengths ranging from 3 mm to 20 mm, coupled to DPC arrays. 
Non-Gaussian coincidence spectra with a FWHM of 200 ps were obtained with the 27 mm3 
BGO cubes, while FWHM values down to 330 ps were achieved with the 20 mm long crystals.

The luminescent response of BGO upon excitation by 511 keV annihilation photons was 
measured using a time-correlated single photon counting setup implemented on a DPC 
array, revealing a significant prompt luminescent component. We refer to this component as 
Cherenkov emission, but it is to be noted that the present data do not rule out the possibility 
that other fast luminescent mechanisms also play a role. Nevertheless, this work shows that 
the observed fast component enables unprecedented time resolutions in BGO.

The inversed temperature dependencies of the FWHM and FWTM of the time-difference 
histogram are further evidence that two different emission processes are present in BGO. 
Attributing the fast luminescent component to the Cherenkov effect implies that no varia-
tion of the emission with temperature is to be expected, so the observed improvement of 
the FWHM with decreasing temperature may primarily be due to the decreasing DPC dark 
count rate. On the other hand, the increase of the FWTM with decreasing temperature may be 
explained by the increasing scintillation decay time.

Interestingly, while the PDE of the DPC is not optimized for photon detection in the UV, 
the time resolutions in terms of the FWHM and FWTM of the time difference histograms that 
were obtained in this work to our knowledge are the best values reported for BGO to date. 
The use of a dSiPM with the combination of time-pickoff on the first detected photon and 
subsequent validation may be the main reason for these results: slightly improved CRT with 
crystals of double the volume (i.e. 27 mm3) compared to Kwon et al (i.e. 12 mm3) and  ∼25% 
improved CRT for crystals of the same size (i.e. 3 mm  ×  3 mm  ×  20 mm) (Kwon et al 2016). 
In this context, it is to be noted that not only the length but also the cross-section of the crystal 
(3 mm  ×  3 mm in this work versus 2 mm  ×  2 mm for Kwon et al) is expected to influence the 
CRT (Gundacker et al 2016a).

In conclusion, the results presented in this work indicate that it may be feasible to combine 
event timing based on Cherenkov emission with energy discrimination based on scintillation 
in BGO, as a potential approach towards a cost-effective TOF-PET detector.
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